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Abstract

For this research machine learning techniques were used to analyse data
extracted from the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF), a worldwide

database with ethnographic collections. Much research has been
conducted on other-directed harm (such as assault and homicide) and

self-directed harm (such as self-harm and suicidal behaviours), but there
has been little research on how to model available data on self-harm and
other-directed harm and how to predict future events where self-harm

and assault could occur using machine learning methods. The
predictions of these events could help with preventing them and are

relevant for educational purposes, for example for police training, and for
psychologists to better understand the roots of self-harm and

other-directed harm. Other-directed harm and self-directed harm have
been framed by evolutionary researchers as bargaining strategies to

influence conflict outcomes. This researched aimed to investigate what
machine learning techniques can be implemented to analyse the

differential causes and social contexts of other-directed harm and
self-directed harm. For this analysis the CRISP-DM method was used.

The HRAF is coded at the paragraph-level with OCM codes, which
stands for ‘outline cultural materials’. A datafile containing all the texts
on Offenses Against Life (OAL) (OCM code 682) was used to conduct
analyses. The covariation of OCM codes related to self-directed harm,

other-directed harm, and types of conflicts, were analysed using machine
learning techniques to target different OCM codes. Regression methods
were used to research connections between the OCM codes and applied



iv

on one-hot-encoded data (all the OCM codes were binary coded), with
various models such as Bayesian Ridge, Light Gradient Boosting, and

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit being the best models. From there, feature
importance plots were created, each feature importance plot shows the

top 10 of most important predictor variables. Lastly, the hierarchy of
OCM code 762 (Suicide) was determined and cluster analysis was done

on the OAL data file. No cluster forming was found between the
individual cases in the OAL data file, nor were domain experts able to
identify clusters between the OCM codes without information on the

PCA components. For OCM code 762 (Suicide) are the most important
variables impacting whether suicide would, or would not occur:

Mortality, Special Burial Practices and Funerals, Sexual Stimulation,
Personality Disorders, Sexuality, Physical Descriptions, Termination of

Marriage, Conception, Pharmaceuticals and Cult of the Dead.

Keywords: Data-analysis, CRISP-DM, Self-harm, Other-directed harm,
Suicide, Bargaining model
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Chapter 1
Introduction

A decrease in violent crimes can be seen in recent years, both in the US[12]
and in The Netherlands for instance[51]. However, an increase in suicides
and suicidal behaviour can be seen across the globe in various studies
(see [40], [20], and [4]), but it remains uncertain why suicide rates have
risen as violent crimes rates have declined. Moreover, it remains unknown
what situations lead to self-harm, other-directed harm, or a co-occurrence
of self-harm and other-directed harm. Much research has been done on
other-directed harm (such as assault and homicide) and self-directed harm
(such as self-harm, suicide, and suicidal behaviours) events, but there has
been little research on how to model available data and predict future
events, specifically which dimensions of conflict predict other-directed
harm and which dimensions predict self-directed harm. For this research
machine learning techniques were used to analyse data extracted from the
Human Relations Area Files (HRAF), a worldwide database with ethno-
graphic collections covering all aspects of cultural and social life. The aim
of this research is to predict other-directed harm and self-directed harm
events in the future and therefore help preventing them.

Conflict does not have one definition. Jacoby (2008) discusses inter-
disciplinary approaches to violence and conflict, different dimensions of
conflict, and various definitions of conflict used by researchers. He defines
conflict as a situation in which two (or more) parties have mutually incom-
patible goals or perceive as such[13]. Evolutionary theorists, on the other
hand, make a distinction between genetic conflict and overt behavioural
conflict, which are related by separate phenomena. Genetic conflict refers
to the fact that the optimal fitness outcomes (i.e., future genetic represen-
tation) of one or more organisms threatens to harm the fitness outcomes
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4 Introduction

of other organisms and occurs between genetic relatives[11, 47], sexual
partners[29], and individuals who are not genetically related[3]. Overt
conflict concerns the way organisms impose costs on each other to resolve
conflicts between one another in their favour, this can include yelling and
fighting for example, or more subtle behaviours such as avoidance (see [5]
and [30]). Evolutionarily, both other-directed aggression and self-harm are
associated with social conflict and are seen as strategies to influence how
others behave[10, 38]. Sources of conflicts can vary between division of
resources (i.e., land, food, money), status, or identity for example.

The aim of this interdisciplinary research is to investigate similarities
and differences between instances of other-directed harm only (such as
assault and homicide), self-directed harm only (such as self-harm and
suicidal behaviours), and instances where other-directed harm and self-
directed harm co-occur.

The main research question is:

RQ1: What machine learning techniques support the analysis of of-
fenses against life data extracted from the HRAF, and can help predict
future events where other-directed harm and self-harm could occur?

The domain questions (which are focused on violence studies) of this
research are:

RQ2: What correlations, relations and patterns can be found in the
provided data, focusing on suicide events and different dimen-
sions of aggression?

RQ3: What information and relationships such as clusters can be de-
ducted from the OCM codes given in the provided data?

RQ4: What variables are important when predicting specific events
such as a suicide event or other cases important to other-directed
and self-directed harm?

4
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Chapter 2
Theory: violence studies

The specific behaviours individuals exhibit in overt behavioural conflict
have also been termed bargaining strategies by evolutionary and game
theorists[16, 38]. In the subsections below the bargaining model and other
information on other-directed harm and self-harm will be given.

2.1 Conflict resolution strategies

As said before in section 1, the Introduction, Jacoby discusses in his book[13]
the different ideas and dimensions of conflict. There are different strate-
gies that can be applied when trying to solve a conflict. Persuasion, de-
ception, physical aggression, offering or withholding resources, and with-
holding cooperation are all known as conflict resolution strategies[46].
These strategies do not directly imply that when resolving a conflict ev-
ery party involved wins, even though it could be a possible outcome.
Sell et al.[38] studied in their research three components of bargaining
power in males and females, namely: fighting ability, coalitional strength,
and mate value. Fighting ability and mate value reliably predicted ag-
gression, aggressive attitudes, and delinquent behaviour in both men and
woman[38]. Sell was also the one who mentioned in various of his re-
searches (see [39], [37], and [36]) that upper-body strength is a measure to
determine whether a person would survive in a group or in the wild as
greater upper-body strength is a predictor of violent aggression. This is
because those who are physically stronger can more effectively use their
strength. Analyses of ancient human weapons show that they all de-
pended on the upper body strength for effectiveness[38].
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6 Theory: violence studies

2.2 Self-harm and other-directed harm

Self-harm can be described as a wide range of behaviours and intentions
to harm oneself, including: attempted hanging, impulsive self-poisoning,
and superficial cutting in response to intolerable tension[41]. When look-
ing at the bargaining theory, self-harm can be seen as risk-taking behaviour.
This could range from drinking too much[7] (and therefore being more
prone to accidents), to committing suicide. Most self-harm and suici-
dal behaviour is non-fatal. As with suicide, definitions of self-harm vary
greatly between countries. In some countries for instance, running away
from one’s home is a form of suicidal behaviour and therefore self-harm[46].
This is an example of a type of conflict with which suicidal behaviour oc-
curs. There are many other types of conflict associated with suicidal be-
haviour, such as forced marriages, academic pressure, bullying, and sex-
ual assault[9]. Main predictors of suicidal behaviour are extreme conflict[9]
and powerlessness[45].

Other-directed harm can be described as harm caused by an actor to-
wards another person, with examples such as forcing someone to have
sex, robbing or mugging someone[33]. Other-directed harm could also be
verbally abusing another person[54], or even only looking at another per-
son with the intention to hurting them or letting them know you are angry.
An example of this is looking angry at another person when they jump the
queue in the grocery store.

2.3 Bargaining strategies

People engage in all kinds of behaviours to influence the outcomes of
conflict, for instance giving them information, withholding information,
or negotiating between parties[45]. These are all bargaining strategies,
hence the bargaining model. Depression in women (associated with self-
harm and suicidal behaviour) can co-occur with aggression (seen as other-
directed harm), this ranges from being powerless as a component of de-
pression and anger, to for example anger occurring as a result of expecta-
tions being violated[28]. The analyses done on self-harm in this research
are focused on suicide and (non-fatal) suicidal behaviours.
The bargaining model proposes that suicidal behaviour and suicide at-
tempts are a costly signal of need of one party to another, with completed
suicides an unfortunate byproduct[45]. Though self-harm is distinct from

6
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2.4 Intergoup violence 7

suicide, self-harm is the biggest known risk factor for completed suicide[45].
It is also so that in many cases where bargaining strategies are applied,
both parties need each other, and that committing suicide is therefore only
a threat. In the example of the girl threatening her family to commit sui-
cide after being given away for marriage, the girl does not really want to
die as she wants to marry her partner of choice. At the same time does her
family not want her to die as they need her, they cannot give a dead girl
away to another man[46].

2.4 Intergoup violence

Intergroup violence is defined as an act perpetrated by a member of one
social group upon a (or multiple) member(s) of another social group[6].
Research[6] states, however, that the basic premise of the social identity
approach suggests that any act of violence done by a group member could
be either interpersonal or intergroup in nature. Now Van Vugt[21, 50]
argues that the human psychology has been shaped by intergroup com-
petition and conflict. In other words, he states that the evolutionary his-
tory of coalitional aggression between groups of men may have resulted in
sex-specific differences in the way groups, specifically outgroups, are per-
ceived. This creates ingroup versus outgroup tendencies, which are still
observable nowadays and in modern history. An important implication
of the warfare hypothesis that Van Vugt obtained, is that intergroup vio-
lence may have affected the evolved psychologies of both men and women
differently[49]. Intergroup aggression has historically involved rival coali-
tions of men fighting over scarce resources, such as land (agriculture) or
cattle breeding for example. As a consequence, this aspect of human coali-
tional psychology may be more pronounced among men, hence the term
male warrior hypothesis[49]. Research[49] states that the male warrior hy-
pothesis predicts potential sex differences in intragroup dynamics as a
result of intergroup threat. Vugt et al.[50] says that being successful in
intergroup competition requires membership of a strong, cohesive, and
coordinated ingroup.

2.5 Internalizing and externalizing behaviour

Behaviour in people can be categorized into various categories, with two
broad categories being: internalizing behaviour and externalizing behaviour[25].
Internalizing behaviour (defined as an over-control of emotions) consists
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8 Theory: violence studies

of for example: anxiety, depression, somatic complaints without known
medical basis, and social withdrawal from contact[24]. Internalizing be-
haviour tends to be found more in women than in men[17].
Externalizing behaviour is known as acting out, including aggressive and
destructive behaviours. Externalizing symptoms include for example im-
pulsivity, hyperactivity, and temper tantrums[24]. In general do more men
show externalizing behaviour than women[17]. An explanation to why
men lean more towards externalizing behaviour and women more to in-
ternalizing behaviour can be explained by (among other things): upper
body strength[38].

Sex differences

Research[26] has shown that consistent cross-national risk factors of suici-
dal behaviour and suicide include being female, younger, less educated,
unmarried, and having a mental disorder. As discussed before, men are
more physically aggressive and they die by suicide more often than women.
However, being suicidal (and showing suicidal behaviour) and non-fatal
suicide attempts are factors more associated with women. Thus, taken to-
gether, the evidence suggests that physical aggression and suicide death
is associated with the male sex, whereas non-fatal suicidality is associated
with being female and being young[26].

8
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Chapter 3
Method: data science process

This chapter will first briefly explain some things on machine learning,
with a focus on the programs used during this project and the data avail-
able. Then a detailed explanation on the method of this research will be
given. The first CRISP-DM cycle analysed the OCM codes found in the Of-
fenses Against Life (OAL) dataset. CRISP-DM stands for Cross-Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining[44]. With the second CRISP-DM cycle,
a more in depth analysis was done on the results found during the first cy-
cle. A hierarchy of target OCM code 762 (Suicide) was created and cluster
analysis was done on the OAL data file.

3.1 Machine learning

Machine learning can be described as the technique that improves system
performance by learning from experience via computational methods[2].
The main task of machine learning in general is to evaluate data and then
to develop learning algorithms that can then build models from the pro-
vided data. A correctly implemented model can make predictions on new
observations. Machines learning is thus the subject of learning algorithms.

In machine learning there are two types of models, supervised and un-
supervised learning models[2]. Supervised models are sub-categorised as
a regression model or a classification model. Unsupervised models are
sub-categorised into clustering, dimensionality reduction, association rule
learning, principle component analysis (PCA), and t-distributed stochastic
neighbour embedding (t-SNE)[19]. The first analyses of this research were
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10 Method: data science process

done using supervised models, regression models to be precise. The sec-
ond analyses done during the second CRISP-DM cycle were done using
unsupervised models, namely clustering and Principle Component Anal-
ysis (PCA). The reason that regression models were chosen to analyse the
data is because for this research we are mainly interested in the relation-
ships between OCM codes. Regression models can be used to understand
the relationship between variables (in this case OCM codes) and identify
important predictors for example[27]. However, for the second CRISP-
DM cycle we were interested in whether there is any cluster forming be-
tween the OCM codes. As our unsupervised models, both clustering and
principle component analysis (PCA) were chosen for this CRISP-DM cy-
cle. Clustering is the act of grouping variables together into subsets, in
such a manner that similar variables are grouped together, while different
instances belong to other groups[34]. The Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) method assists researchers in determining the optimal combination
of data that most accurately captures the concept they aim to assess. By
providing distinct components, PCA condenses the dimensions of a multi-
variate dataset into a reduced number of dimensions, effectively reducing
its dimensionality[48]. In subsections 3.3.4, Modeling, and 3.3.5, Evalua-
tion, a more detailed explanation of the models used will be given.

Hierarchy & clusters

One of the objects of this research is to determine whether there are any
hierarchies, dependencies and clusters present in the provided data. A
hierarchy is a data structure in the form of a tree where items are linked
to each other in parent-child relationships. A dependency means that a
variable or function is dependent on another variable or function, they
are thus linked to each other. A cluster is a group of variables grouped
together with similar characteristics, or when different variables are oc-
curring closely together.

Programs

Multiple programs and libraries were used to obtain the desired results for
this project. In this chapter a brief outline of the Python libraries Pandas
and PyCaret, and the program RapidMiner can be found.

10
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3.2 The data 11

Pandas

Pandas is an open-source, fast, and flexible analysis tool in Python. It is
used to do simple tasks such as finding duplicates in two columns of a file,
or filtering rows from a data file. Pandas is one of the most used libraries in
Python for data sets and therefore fairly standard in programming. Along-
side pandas, other libraries are also frequently used in programming such
as numpy, matplotlib and sklearn.

PyCaret

PyCaret is an open-source, low-code machine learning library in Python[1].
It can evaluate data, run different models, and evaluate multiple models
at the same time. PyCaret is the supervised learning module used in this
study to determine the best model to predict certain target values (the cho-
sen OCM codes) and evaluate the provided data. It was chosen as it is a
fast and reliable method to obtain results.

RapidMiner

The last program used for this research was RapidMiner. RapidMiner is
a tool with which data mining and machine learning procedures can be
done[22]. RapidMiner itself is written in Java but the program does not
require any code or programming language. See Figure 3.1 to see a pre-
view of how the program looks. This window shows how the decision
tree of target 762 (Suicide) was obtained, used to investigate dependencies
between variables and answer domain questions 2 and 4.

3.2 The data

This section will provide an in depth overview of the data used.
At first hand two data files, also called datasets, were provided by the
ISGA department of Leiden University. The data was extracted from the
HRAF[8] and provided in an .xlsx file and a .csv file. The original
data files and all the newly created/adapted data files can all be found
on GitHub, see the link in the Appendix on page 65 to access the data and
code used for this project.

Version of February 29, 2024– Created February 29, 2024 - 19:58
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12 Method: data science process

Figure 3.1: The outlook of the program RapidMiner, a data mining and machine
learning tool. Shown is a window of how the hierarchy (decision tree) of OCM
code 762 (Suicide) was obtained

Data description

The OAL data file and the suicide data file consist of different information.
The homicide.xlsx file contains 7623 paragraphs/list-items/enotes/etc.
of offenses against life data. This was the name of the file when given
to the researchers, except that not all the cases in this file were explicit
homicide cases, some cases only consisted of other-directed harm events.
Therefore, it was chosen to call this data file the ‘Offenses Against Life’
data, in short OAL. From now on this data will be called the OAL data
(file), but the name of the file when doing the analyses remains ‘homicide’,
for convenience purposes only.
In Figure 3.2 a snippet of the original OAL datafile can be found.

This data file contained 7623 lines of data and 26 columns with more
information on the cases mentioned. The first column showed a descrip-
tion of the text (data type: string), in the second column (with the columns
being semicolon separated) the OCM codes (data type: list), which were
used to code the texts, were noted. On average every text contained five
different OCM codes, the OCM codes were separated by a comma. The
third column showed what type of text the line was, among other things

12
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3.2 The data 13

Figure 3.2: Snippet of the original OAL data file, with no data preparation done
yet. The first eight columns and eighteen rows are shown

were the types either a ‘p’ (for paragraph), list-item, enote or quote (again
data type string). With the frequencies of each of these types being 92,4%
paragraphs, 4,7% list-items, 1,7% enotes, and 0,5% quotes. Some of the
other 23 columns left (such as author, culture, etc.) could be useful in fu-
ture research. For this study only the second and third columns were used,
an explanation of how the data was prepared for the analyses can be found
in section 3.3.3, Data preparation.

The other data file, containing information on suicide events was in
another format than the OAL data file. This file consists of twelve columns
(semicolon separated) and 245 rows, thus 245 cases. The first column is
the ID of the text, other information mentioned are the cultures (including
culture code), region and location of each case, a description of the case,
whether suicide was present yes (1) or no (0), some comments, information
on the creation of the file and the creation ID.
A snippet of the data file can be seen below in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Snippet of the original suicide data file. All the columns and the first
ten rows are shown.

Version of February 29, 2024– Created February 29, 2024 - 19:58
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14 Method: data science process

OCM codes

The most interesting column in the OAL file is the OCM column. OCM
stands for ‘outline cultural materials’, meaning that every code stands for
a description of a variable. A few examples: the code 682 stands for ‘Of-
fences against life’, all the cases in this file thus contained at least OCM
code 682 (Offenses Against Life). Code 847 means ‘Abortion and Infanti-
cide’, so if a case contained abortion and/or infanticide, then it would be
labeled with OCM code 847 (Abortion and Infanticide).
The suicide.csv data file was not in the same format as the OAL file, as
can be seen in the previous section. The suicide file did contain text frag-
ments as did the OAL file, but the cases in the suicide file did not contain
any OCM codes apart from OCM code 762, which stands for ‘Suicide’.
Therefore, this data file was not used for any further research apart from
the first few steps of the CRISP-DM method, business understanding and
data understanding.
The different OCM codes did not differ in value, meaning that no OCM
code is stronger than another one. Every OCM could also only be men-
tioned once per case, so no OCM codes were mentioned twice in the same
line.

3.3 CRISP-DM

As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the CRISP-DM cycle consists of a process of
six steps, where some steps are related to each other.

The subsections below explain each step of the CRISP-DM cycle sepa-
rately.

3.3.1 Business understanding

To start with the CRISP-DM process a correct business understanding has
to be established. Meaning that the researcher has to have an understand-
ing with the client, what they want as an output for example, and what
data needs to be analysed.
In section 1, Introduction, the research questions were established. As said
previously, the ‘business questions’ (or domain questions) are the same
as the questions asked by the Institute of Governance and Global affairs
(ISGA). The questions are based on a focus group session with domain ex-
perts. The business understanding is therefore finding answers to these
questions domain questions, stated in section 1, Introduction. To do this,

14
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3.3 CRISP-DM 15

Figure 3.4: CRISP-DM process with the relationships between each phase[43]

regression models will be run on thirteen different target variables, the
OCM codes, chosen by domain experts. The chosen OCM codes are: 762
(Suicide), 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), 627 (Informal Ingroup Justice), 628
(Inter-community Relations), 672 (Liability), 681 (Sanctions), 683 (Offenses
Against the Person), 684 (Sex and Marital Offenses), 685 (Property Of-
fenses), 728 (Peacemaking), and 754 (Sorcery) for the first file called the
‘p’ file, and the groups ‘War and Peacemaking’ and ‘Drugs and Alcohol’
for the second data file, called the ‘combined’ file (explained later on). All
the OCM codes that were targeted are related to conflicts as either ‘bar-
gaining strategies’, for instance OCM codes 762 (Suicide), 754 (Sorcery),
and the group War and Peacemaking, or types of conflict (OCM codes 681
(Sanctions), 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), and the OCM codes for different
types of offenses: 683, 684, and 685, respectively Offenses Against the Per-
son, Sex and Marital Offenses, and Property Offenses). Other reasons to
why these target variables were chosen was because they were related to
types of relations (OCM code 628 (Inter-community relations)), or are cor-
relates of violent conflict (such as OCM code 672 (Liability), and the group
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16 Method: data science process

Drugs/Alcohol).

3.3.2 Data understanding

Data understanding means that the data needs to be collected, then ex-
plored and a detailed description of the data needs to be provided for
others to understand the process.
The data provided are two datasets, one is a dataset on offenses against
life events, containing various data. This dataset is considered quite big
as it consists of 7426 lines. The other dataset is a dataset on suicide, it is
smaller than the OAL data file, and consists of a combination of three dif-
ferent files.
As said previously, only the OAL data was used for the analyses. With
a Python code (see the Appendix, page 67) were all the suicide cases ex-
tracted from the OAL data file to better understand the data. Then all these
cases were read and hand-coded, meaning that the age, sex and weapon
of the perpetrator and victim were written down, as well as if religion was
playing a role in the (attempted) homicide and/or (attempted) suicide.
Further data understanding was done by skimming through the suicide
data file, to understand the different cultures and beliefs in other coun-
tries. The data mining goals of the domain questions are finding the right
model for each target variable, trying to make predictions of future events
(prediction analysis), and trying to find patterns within the data (pattern
recognition). The PyCaret program will be used to create a model to anal-
yse the before mentioned chosen targets, and provide a feature importance
graph, which indicates what variables are important when predicting the
target variable. In the next section, section 3.3.3 Data preparation, an ex-
planation will be given on what information extracted from the OAL data
file was used for this research.

3.3.3 Data preparation

From the OAL dataset all the lines containing suicide were extracted. Then,
the newly created file was cleaned up, columns with not-needed data were
removed (such as the page numbers in books for instance), and lines in the
file that would give an error were fixed. This was all done to do some test
runs with the written code and programs used.
When analysing the complete OAL dataset it was also cleaned up, the
code was run multiple times to see what lines would return an error and
then these lines would be removed or fixed so that the program would run

16
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3.3 CRISP-DM 17

without any errors.
After running the program with the complete OAL dataset, it was discov-
ered that some authors put their text multiple times in the HRAF database,
leading to invalid results. To fix that, further data preparation was done by
filtering out all the paragraphs. Every text containing a ‘p’ for paragraph
in the third column would be selected, then other texts which were marked
with ‘list-item’, ‘enote’ or ‘quote’ were removed from the data file, result-
ing in a new data file with 7046 cases left. From now on this file will be
called the ‘p’ file (p stands for ‘paragraph’). The list-items, enotes, quotes,
etc. were removed because these texts were not relevant for the research
on events where other-directed or self-directed harm was involved. When
this was done, PyCaret was run with target variable 762 (Suicide) and the
Bayesian Ridge model was evaluated, as this model was chosen as the best
model to predict the input target variable 762 (Suicide). When creating a
feature importance plot it was discovered that only the column containing
the OCM codes was useful to predict the target variable. For this see Fig-
ure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Feature importance plot of target variable 762 (Suicide), input file: the
original OAL data file

After learning that only the OCM codes were useful, all the other avail-
able columns could be discarded. To research the OCM codes, the one-hot
encoding method was chosen, which will be explained in the next subsec-
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18 Method: data science process

tion.
For the second CRISP-DM cycle, some further data preparations were
done to run the RapidMiner program and create a decision tree for tar-
get 762 (Suicide). The program would not run correctly with the one-hot
encoded data file called homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv (see the next
subsection), as all the variables were numeric. To change this, the data in
the dataset was changed from 1’s and 0’s to respectively true and false.
This was done in Excel by using the ‘replace’ tool and replacing every 1
with true and every 0 with false.

One-hot encoding

To do analyses on the OCM codes of the data, the one-hot encoding method
was used. The code to turn the data into a one-hot encoding data file can
be found in the Appendix on page 66. The one-hot encoding process was
done in R, and it would create a column for every OCM code appearing in
the data file. R was used as the code was already written in R, so no further
editing of the program was required. If a text would be coded with the fol-
lowing OCM codes such as: 682, 762, 155, then these columns would be
marked with a ‘1’. All the other columns with codes such as 761 and 113

for example, that would not appear in the text, would then be coded with
a ‘0’. A snippet of the data before and after the encoding is shown in Fig-
ures 3.6 and 3.7. Note that both the original data file and the data file used
for the analyses can be found in its entirety on GitHub.

Figure 3.6: Snippet of the OAL data file before the one-hot encoding method was
applied, shown are the first eighteen rows and eight columns

Figure 3.7 shows a snippet of the homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv

file, this file was used for the analyses done with the single OCM codes as
target variables. The data file thus contained a header row with numeric
integers (the OCM codes) and from there every row was binary coded for

18
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Figure 3.7: Snippet of the homicide contain p encoding.csv file, after the one-hot
encoding method was applied. This data was used for the analyses done. Shown
are the first eighteen rows and eighteen columns

every OCM code present in the case.
Some data analysis was also done on grouped OCM codes. The 529 OCM
codes were grouped together in 93 different groups with titles such as
‘war and peacemaking,’ ‘machines and tools,’ and ‘religious offenses’. The
groups were created and chosen by Dr. K.L. Syme and M. Lelasseux. OCM
codes were grouped together based on categories and subcategories, par-
tially already categorised by the HRAF and partially chosen by the previ-
ously mentioned people. Other OCM codes were grouped together based
on relationships between the meanings of the codes, for instance OCM
codes 462 (Division of Labor by Gender) and 890 (Gender Roles and Is-
sues) were put in the group ‘Division of labor by gender’ together. The
code which was done to do this can be found on GitHub with the title
create_combined_file.py. The data was then again one-hot encoded, the
7046 original cases were kept the same, only this time instead of coding a
single OCM code such as 682 (Offenses Against Life) with a 1, an entire
group would be coded with a 1 if a text contained any OCM code of that
group. If none of the OCM codes in a group were found in a case, then
that group would be coded with a 0.

Exceptions

In the original OAL data file there were 7623 cases filed. Of these 7623
cases, 59 cases contained the 847 OCM-code, standing for Abortion and
Infanticide. Abortion is one of the exceptions in the data file, meaning that
in several countries abortion is seen as an offence against life, where in
other countries abortion is legal, meaning people can have an abortion and
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not be seen as a murderer. Because the portion of abortion cases was 59 out
of 7623 cases, the cases were not removed from the dataset, because it was
believed that this data would not influence the outcome of the analyses
and would not have a significant effect.

3.3.4 Modeling

In machine learning modeling multiple types of data are used. We have
train data, test data and validation data.
To try out the written code a test data file was created, which contained
ten rows and ten columns with fictional (binary encoded) data. The test
file was run and a feature importance graph was deployed. From there the
homicide_contain_p_encoding file was run multiple times, each time with
a different target variable. Thirteen different targets were chosen before-
hand, eleven were for the homicide_contain_p.csv file and two were for
the combined_homicide_data.csv file. The chosen targets are (as men-
tioned before): 762 (Suicide), 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), 627 (Informal
Ingroup Justice), 628 (Inter-community Relations), 672 (Liability), 681 (Sanc-
tions), 683 (Offenses Against the Person), 684 (Sex and Marital Offenses),
685 (Property Offenses), 728 (Peacemaking), and 754 (Sorcery) for the ‘p’
file, and the groups ‘War and Peacemaking’ and ’Drugs and Alcohol’ for
the combined file. Note that the input for every target variable was the
same, a one-hot encoded file with 529 OCM codes for the ‘p’ file and 93
different groups for the ‘combined’ file.
The program in which the code was run was Google Colab, a free cloud-
based Python environment. First the data was imported into the program,
then PyCaret was called to do regression on the provided data, with the
following line:

from pycaret.regression import *

NAME = setup(data = data, target = ‘X’, session_id = Y)

(All the code used can be found on GitHub and in Google Colab via
the links in the Appendix on page 65, and via the link to Google Colab.)

A regression model is based on a regression formula. There are many
different regression formulas, depending on the type of regression and
the type of data, such as a linear or non-linear regression, and whether
the variables are categorical or continuous for instance. Here, two exam-
ples of different formulas are given, one for linear multiple regression[14],
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namely:

yi = α + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + . . . + βnxin + ε

with:
yi = dependant variable
xi = explanatory variables
α = y-intercept (this is a constant term)
βn = slope coefficients for each explanatory variable
ε = the error term of the model

and one general formula for a non-linear regression model, namely:

y = f (x, β) + ε

with:
f = a non-linear regression function
x = vector of P predictors
β = vector of k parameters
ε = the error term of the model

After the regression function was called, the compare_models() func-
tion was called to compare all the available models and to find the best
model given the given target. The best model would then be created and
tuned, and lastly the evaluate_model() function was called to evaluate
the created model. From there the feature importance plot was saved, to
show what variables are the most important in predicting the given target.
The modeling step of the CRISP-DM cycle was mainly done by PyCaret.
PyCaret would provide a table with all the regression models known in
the program, then evaluate them all at the same time and give as a result
a table with the best to worst models to evaluate the data given the input
variable. The metrics used in this research to determine the best model are
the R2 value, MSE value, and RMSE value, standing for respectively Mean
Squared Error and Root Mean Squared Error. The tables that PyCaret pro-
vides contain multiple metrics to evaluate the models, apart from the R2,
MSE, and RMSE values, does PyCaret also provide the MAE (Mean Abso-
lute Error), RMSLE (Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error), and MAPE
(mean absolute percentage error) values. These error values will, how-
ever, not be mentioned further in this research. The R2, MSE and RMSE
values will be used in this research as they give a good indication of the
fit of the model. The R2 value explains the extent to which the variance
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of one variable explains the variance of the second variable, in this case
the variance between the target variable and the predictor variables. The
closer the R2 value is to one, the better. An R2 value close to zero indicates
that the model does not perform better than any other average model. The
R2 value can also go below zero, thus being negative. The range for R2 is
therefore -∞ to 1, but it is typically stated to be from 0 to 1. In general it is
said that the lower the MSE and RMSE values are, the smaller the errors
are of the model and the better the model will perform. The ranges for the
MSE and RMSE values are both from 0 to ∞. The RMSE value was chosen
as a used metric for this research as it provides an estimation of how well
the model is able to predict the target value, in this case the chosen OCM
code. The MSE value was chosen as the error metric to take into account
as it is more sensitive to outliers than the MAE value, for example. The re-
sults (the table with models for each target variable) can be found both in
section 4, Results and in the Appendix. The nineteen different regression
models compared at the same time by PyCaret and their characteristics
such as the type of model, the advantages and the disadvantages of every
type of model can be found in the table on the next page.

3.3.5 Evaluation CRISP-DM cycle 1

PyCaret evaluated 19 different regression models at the same time for each
given input variable (the target variable). To better understand the results
in the next section, a quick overview of what can be seen in the tables
and figures will be given here. In Figure 4.1 (see page 34) a table can be
seen with nineteen different models, all compared at the same time by
PyCaret using the compare_models() command. Now, we are the most
interested in the R2 column, the R-squared value. The R-squared value of
a model shows how well the data fits the regression model, the better the
fit, the higher the value. The optimal R2 value is 1. The RMSE (Root Mean
Squared Error) value is also of importance. The RMSE value measures the
average difference between values predicted by the given model and the
actual values. The closer this value is to 0, the better the model. Together
with the R2 value and the MSE (Mean Squared Error) value it forms the
main performance indicators for a regression model. The Mean Squared
Error value is the average squared error between the target variable and
its projected value. Just like with the RMSE value, the lower the value is,
the better (see [2]).
The other values left seen in the figures are the MAE (Mean Absolute Er-
ror), RMSLE (Root Mean Squared Logaritmic Error) and MAPE (Mean Ab-
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Information on the nineteen different regression models
Type Models Advantages Disadvantages
Boosting Light Gradient Boosting Ma-

chine, AdaBoost Regressor,
Gradient Boosting Regres-
sor, Extreme Gradient Boost-
ing

Easy to inter-
pret, resilient

Sensitive to
outliers, dif-
ficult (almost
impossible) to
scale up

Ensemble Light Gradient Boosting Ma-
chine, Dummy Regressor,
AdaBoost Regressor, Gra-
dient Boosting Regressor,
Extreme Gradient Boosting,
Random Forest Regres-
sor, Extra Trees Regressor,
Decision Tree Regressor

High predictive
accuracy, useful
when the data is
both linear and
non-linear, less
noisy

Difficult to in-
terpret, sensi-
tive to wrong
selection (can
easily lead to
lower predic-
tive accuracy)

Greedy Lasso Least Angle Regres-
sion, Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit, Least Angle Regres-
sion

Can avoid
overfitting,
can do feature
selection

No backtrack-
ing, may be
difficult to in-
terpret

Linear Bayesian Ridge, Lasso Re-
gression, Lasso Least An-
gle Regression, Elastic Net,
Ridge Regression, Least An-
gle Regression, Linear Re-
gression

Easy to in-
terpret, can
handle multiple
independent
variables at
the same time,
flexible and
adaptable

May not
capture non-
linearity or
complex
patterns,
sensitive to
outliers

Non-linear Light Gradient Boosting
Machine, AdaBoost Re-
gressor, Huber Regressor,
Gradient Boosting Regres-
sor, K Neighbors Regressor,
Extreme Gradient Boosting,
Random Forest Regressor,
Extra Trees Regressor, Deci-
sion Tree Regressor, Passive
Aggressive Regressor

Can capture
complex rela-
tionships, high
accuracy

Complex, dif-
ficult to inter-
pret, prone to
overfitting (or
underfitting)

Table 3.1: In this table the nineteen models are mentioned, categorized by their
type and for every type the advantages and disadvantages are mentioned
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solute Percentage Error) values. The Mean Absolute Error refers to the
magnitude of difference between the prediction of an observation and the
true value of that observation. The Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error
adds 1 to both actual and predicted values before taking the natural loga-
rithm. This avoids taking the natural log of possible 0 (zero) values. The
Mean Absolute Percentage Error measures the average magnitude of an
error produced by a model, or it measures how far off predictions are on
average per individual variable.
Back to Figure 4.1, in this figure we see that Bayesian Ridge is the best
model to predict OCM code 762 (Suicide), with an R2 value of 0,0065, MSE
value of 0,0158, and RMSE value of 0,1242. Looking at all the different tar-
get values (of which the tables can all be found in the Appendix on pages
70 to 78), Bayesian Ridge is not the only best model to fit the data and pre-
dict the given target value. Best found models for all the targets combined
are: Bayesian Ridge, Light Gradient Boosting Machine, Extreme Gradi-
ent Boosting Machine, Gradient Boosting Regressor, Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit and K Neighbors Regressor (although this model was not used
to determine the feature importance plot of OCM code 728, Peacemak-
ing). For all these models was the R2 value the highest when comparing
all the models at the same time. The models have in common that they
are regression models, as the program was set to examine different re-
gression models. The difference in not having the same best model for
each target, even though the data setup was all the same for every target,
can be explained by the relations between every variable. As some vari-
ables might be related to more variables than others, the outcome of the
best model to use can change. Bayesian Ridge for instance, is a linear re-
gression model, whereas Light Gradient Boosting Machine is an ensemble
learning technique. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit is model that is handy
to use when data is sparse, meaning that not many variables contribute to
the target variable. This model was used for the ‘combined’ file. Extreme
Gradient Boosting Machine (XGBoost) and Gradient Boosting Regressor
are both ensemble learning techniques used for regression tasks. XGBoost
is a newer model, known for its speed and high performance. Gradient
Boosting Regressor, however, is a simpler model and therefore easier to
interpret.
To tune the models and therefore improve the models, the command
tuned_x_y = tune_model(x_y, optimize = ‘R2’) was used. This func-
tion tunes the hyperparameters of the chosen model. In Figures 4.2 and 4.3
(found in the Results section) the tuning of the Bayesian Ridge model for
target 762 (Suicide) can be found, with the chosen value to be optimized
being the R2 value. All the other results can be found in the Appendix
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on pages 79-82. R2, the coefficient of determination, was optimised as R2

is a measure that provides information about how well the model fits the
data. For all the target variables it was chosen to optimize the R2 value.
When talking about regression, the R2 value is a statistical measure that
says how well the regression line approximates the actual data. In Figure
3.8 a sketch is made of a regression line, the blue dots represent data points
and the red line is the regression line fitting the data points.

Figure 3.8: Example of a regression line, graph made by M. Lelasseux

3.3.6 Evaluation CRISP-DM cycle 2

For the second CRISP-DM cycle, which addresses research questions 2
and 3, RapidMiner was used to study a hierarchy of OCM code 762 (Sui-
cide). Python and Sklearn were used to determine clusters within the
OCM codes and the cases. All the Figures created can be found in the
next section, section 4 Results.
RapidMiner was run four times after preparing the data, once with prun-
ing and prepruning on, once with only pruning, once with only preprun-
ing and once with no pruning enabled at all. Pruning is the act of cutting
branches of the decision tree that are no longer needed, so those that are
non-critical to determine the target value.
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The general parameters settings for the decision trees found are:
criterion: gain ratio
maximal depth: 10
confidence: 0,1 (when pruning was applied)

And for the prepruning process the settings are:
minimal gain: 0,01
minimal leaf size: 2
minimal size for split: 4
number of prepruning alternatives: 5.

These settings were chosen after running the program multiple times and
comparing the different results. The obtained results are now readable
and the trees are not bigger than half a page.
Changing the hyperparameters would change the shape of the decision
tree, mainly the size. First gain ratio was chosen as criterion, gain ra-
tio is a measure that takes both the information gain and the number of
outcomes of a feature into account when determining the best feature (in
this case an OCM code) to split on. With the maximal depth parameter the
depth of the decision tree can be chosen, to keep the tree readable 10 was
chosen. A smaller tree would result in too much branches being cut off, re-
sulting in no decsion tree at all. Increasing the value from 10 would make
the decsion tree bigger and not fit for the analysis of this thesis. However,
domain experts could study a bigger hierarchy tree and incorporate more
variables in the results. The minimal gain parameter was set to 0,01 as
the data contained 529 OCM codes and thus a lot of different variables. A
higher value of minimal gain results in fewer splits.
For the leaf size parameter 2 was chosen, as the cases in the data file
were not linked to each other, it was difficult to find examples with which
leafs could be created. The minimal leaf size of 2 means that at least two
examples need to be found in the data to create a leaf[22]. A value of
4 was chosen for the minimal size for split parameter to prevent the
tree from becoming extremely big. Last but not least, for the
number of prepruning alternatives parameter 5 was chosen after test-
ing the program with different values. Later on the difference between the
hierarchy trees will be discussed.
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3.3.7 Deployment

The last phase of the CRISP-DM method is deployment, in this case the
result, discussion and conclusion sections and this thesis in its entirety
will be the deployment of all the research done.

3.4 CRISP-DM cycle 1

This section provides a quick summary of the first CRISP-DM cycle, ad-
dressing the main research question and the first domain question.
As said previously, for the first cycle the OCM codes of the OAL data file
were analysed. After establishing the business questions and understand-
ing the data by hand coding the provided suicide dataset, a test file was
created and run. From there it was discovered that some texts were du-
plicates in the file, therefore it was chosen to create a new file with only
the paragraphs, called the ‘p’ file. Now the ‘p’ file was run. After the
first test run it was discovered that the feature importance plot would re-
turn that the ‘OCM’ column was the most important variable, leaving all
the other data unused (see Figure 3.5). Now, the one-hot encoding tech-
nique was applied on all the 529 OCM codes, to create a data file with
only the OCM codes. This data file would then be used when doing the
data analyses. The one-hot encoding technique created a data file with
only the OCM codes per column, in this case called p_encoding. From
there PyCaret was run to evaluate all the regression models known in
the program, the targets of the homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv file
(which is the full name of the used data file) were OCM codes: 762 (Sui-
cide), 754 (Sorcery), 728 (Peacemaking), 685 (Property Offenses), 684 (Sex
and Marital Offenses), 683 (Offenses Against the Person), 681 (Sanctions),
672 (Liability), 628 (Inter-community Relations), 627 (Informal Ingroup
Justice), and 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms). After finding the best possible
model for the provided target, the model was created and tuned, opti-
mizing the R2 value. After the models were tuned they were evaluated
by PyCaret, providing a feature importance plot for every target. The
results, including all the feature importance plots, can be found in sec-
tion 4, Results. One exception was target 728 (Peacemaking), this target
had K Neighbors Regressor as best model, however, this model could
not provide a feature importance plot. The K Neighbors Regressor al-
gorithm is based on the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm, a supervised
learning method. The K Neighbors Regressor does not provide a fea-
ture importance plot because ‘Feature importance’ is not defined for this
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algorithm. Because of this, it was chosen to do further analyses with the
Bayesian Ridge model for this target, as Bayesian Ridge came in as the sec-
ond best model.
Lastly, another data file was created for this CRISP-DM cycle, a data file
called ‘combined’. This file contained self-chosen categories of groups of
OCM codes, mentioned before. The code to create the new groups can be
found on GitHub. It was chosen to do this to shorten the runtime and to
compare the results of the ‘p’ file with the results of the ‘combined’ file.
It was hypothesized that a less dense data file would lead to a shorter
runtime. Grouping the OCM codes was also done to investigate whether
groups of OCM codes would still give the same results as leaving the OCM
codes separate. In other words, when a model would indicate that a target
variable can be predicted by, say, OCM codes indicating different kinds
of offenses, or different group dynamics and machine tools, would these
results then still be found when we group all the OCM codes ‘offenses’
together, and all the group dynamics codes together, etc.? To research this
the ‘combined’ file was created. It it hypothesized that the R2 values will
increase in comparison to the R2 values of the targets of the ‘p’ file, be-
cause of less noise and conflicting distributions.
The one-hot encoding method was also used on the combined file, creat-
ing the definite file combined_homicide_data_encoding.csv. The targets
of the analyses done on this file were the grouped OCM codes Drugs &
Alcohol and War & Peacemaking. Creating and tuning the models was
done the same as with the previous targets for the
homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv file.

3.5 CRISP-DM cycle 2

In this section the second CRISP-DM cycle will be briefly explained, this
cycle addresses the third and fourth domain question of this research. Af-
ter the first cycle was completed, the choice was made to do another cycle,
but this time only focusing on the target Suicide (OCM code 762). This
target was chosen as it is the most important object in self-directed harm.
A more in-depth analysis was done by using other programs and tech-
niques to research a possible hierarchy for target 762 (Suicide) and to find
clusters within the complete dataset. The program RapidMiner was used
to research and create the hierarchy decision tree. RapidMiner was run
with an education licence. To find clusters in the
homicide_contains_p_encoding.csv file the library ‘sklearn’ was used,
this was done in Google Colab just as done before when creating models

28
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and the feature importance plots. After preparing the data for RapidMiner
to work correctly with the program (thus changing every 1 to ‘true’ and
every 0 to ‘false’) the program was run multiple times with different hy-
perparameters settings, to create and analyse four different hierarchy trees
with either pruning and/or prepruning applied. The hierarchies (decision
trees) and the parameters can be found in section 4, Results.
To determine clusters within the OAL dataset, the code was run twice. The
first time clusters were determined within the 7046 cases of the OAL data
file, both for the ‘p’ and the ‘combined’ file. The second time the data was
transposed from a row-based to a column-based dataset. This was done
to determine clusters within the 529 OCM codes in the ‘p’ file and within
the 93 groups of OCM codes within the ‘combined’ file. The results can be
found in section 4, Results.
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Chapter 4
Results

PyCaret was run multiple times during this research, each time with a dif-
ferent chosen target. The four files used were: homicide_contain_p.csv,
also previously called the ‘p’ file, this file contains all the different cases
which were coded with a ‘p’ in the original OAL data file. Another file, the
homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv file, previously called ‘p encoding’, is
derived from the homicide_contain_p.csv file and contains only the 529
OCM codes mentioned (every code is a column) and for every case every
column is coded with either a 1 (true) or a 0 (false).
The combined_homicide_data.csv file, also called ‘combined’, is a data
file which contains the original information from the OAL data file (with
only the paragraphs as cases). After the original information, 93 new
columns were created with the new groups of OCM codes and whether
one or more OCM codes of that group were being mentioned in every case
yes (1) or no (0). Lastly, the combined_homicide_data_encoding.csv, also
previously called ‘combined encoding’ file, contains only the 93 created
groups of OCM codes and whether one or more OCM codes per group are
mentioned in each case. Coded with either a 1 (true) or a 0 (false).

4.1 Frequency of OCM codes

First a Python script was run to determine the top 10 OCM codes in the
OAL data file. The script can be found in the Appendix on page 68.
The top 10 OCM codes (after OCM code 682 (Offenses Against Life), as ev-
ery text in the OAL file contains OCM code 682) can be found in the table
below. A table with all the OCM codes and their frequencies found in the
feature importance plots can be found on GitHub.
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Frequencies of the 10 most common OCM codes
OCM code Definition Frequency
682 Offenses Against Life 7046
627 Informal Ingroup Justice 886
578 Ingroup Antagonisms 738
628 Inter-community Relations 588
672 Liability 513
754 Sorcery 462
683 Offenses Against the Person 421
695 Trial Procedure 349
613 Lineages 348
674 Crime 319
648 International Relations 317

Table 4.1: In this table the frequencies of the occurrences of the top 10 (top 11 if
OCM 682 is also included) OCM codes can be seen, including the definition of
every OCM code

32
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4.2 Models

PyCaret runs multiple models at the same time, to determine which model
works best for the given input. Meaning, the model that gives the most ac-
curate results for the given target variable. Thirteen different targets were
chosen beforehand, eleven were for the homicide_contain_p.csv file and
two were for the combined_homicide_data.csv file. The targets being:
762 (Suicide), 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), 627 (Informal Ingroup Justice),
628 (Inter-community Relations), 672 (Liability), 681 (Sanctions), 683 (Of-
fenses Against the Person), 684 (Sex and Marital Offenses), 685 (Property
Offenses), 728 (Peacemaking), and 754 (Sorcery) for the ‘p’ file, and the
groups ‘War and Peacemaking’ and ’Drugs and Alcohol’ for the combined
file.

In Figure 4.1 the outcome of the best models for target variable 762
(Suicide) can be found. As can be seen in the table, Bayesian Ridge is the
best model to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.
The models Least Angle Regression and Linear Regression are both no
fit at all for this target variable. The table shows extremely high values
for the MAE, MSE, RMSE, and MAPE values for the Linear Regression
model, and an extremely low R2 value of −53, 14e20. For the Least Angle
Regression model extremely high values for the MAE, MSE, and RMSE
values are seen, even so as an extremely low R2 value of −26, 12e19. The
reason to why these values are so high and low is because a linear model is
not the correct model to interpret this data. There could be non-linear rela-
tionships between the OCM codes or interactions among variables that are
not captured by the Least Angle Regression model and Linear Regression
model.

The other tables with the nineteen regression models for the remaining
targets are not shown in this section, but can all be found in the Appendix
on pages 70-78.

4.3 Tuned models

To improve the models, and therefore to get more accurate results, the
models were all tuned. Below the ‘before and after tuning’ tables of target
762 (Suicide) can be found. After running multiple analyses it was found
that regression models Gradient Boosting Regressor and Light Gradient
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Figure 4.1: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target vari-
able: 762 (Suicide), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Boosting Machine could not be improved with the tune_model() function
of PyCaret. The other regression models did show an improvement after
using the tuning function. All the ‘before and after’ tuning figures of all
the target variables can be found in the Appendix on pages 79 to 82.

Figure 4.2: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 762 (Suicide) be-
fore tuning

Figure 4.3: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 762 (Suicide) after
tuning, parameter tuned: ‘R2’

34
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4.4 Feature importance plots

A feature importance plot is used to determine the effect that a specific
variable has on predicting the target variable. It calculates a score for all
the input variables in a given model. The higher the score, the larger the
effect this variable has on the target variable. The graph thus shows the im-
portance of each variable, hence the name ‘feature importance plot’. The
scales in the plots differ from a scale from 0-1 to a scale from 0-100. The dif-
ferent formats of the scales were chosen by the program itself and do not
indicate a difference in performance or outcome. All the feature impor-
tance plots made with the Light Gradient Boosting Machine model were
shown on a scale from 0-100, the other models used a 0-1 scale. On the
y-axis the ten most predictive variables are shown, on the x-axis the vari-
able importance is shown. The variable importance indicates the relative
importance of each variable in a dataset or datafile when building a (pre-
dictive) model, the higher the value, the more that variable helps predict
the target variable. In this section the top 10 of the feature importance plots
of the targets 762 (Suicide), 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), 627 (Informal In-
group Justice), 628 (Inter-community Relations), 683 (Offences Against the
Person), 684 (Sex and Marital Offenses), 685 (Property Offenses), 754 (Sor-
cery), and War & Peacemaking will be shown. In the Appendix on pages
83 to 85 the feature importance plots of targets 672 (Liability), 681 (Sanc-
tions), 728 (Peacemaking), and Drugs & Alcohol are shown. The results
of the targets Liability and Sanctions will not be further discussed, as the
results of these targets were not of any relevance. They are still shown in
the Appendix for everyone interested in the results.
First the feature importance plot of target 762, Suicide, is shown. This is
also the target variable that will be analysed a second time when doing the
second CRISP-DM cycle. From there all the other plots are shown in order
of ascending OCM code.
In section 5, Discussion, the findings of this research will be discussed in
detail.

Figure 4.4 shows the feature importance plot of target 762, Suicide.
Mortality is the most important predictor of suicide, which is instinctive as
suicide death is directly linked to mortality. Furthermore, we see that this
figure is in line with previously mentioned research[9] where it was stated
that sexual conflict is a predictor of suicidal behaviour. In this figure we
see several links to sexual conflicts such as Sexual Stimulation, Sexuality,
Termination of Marriage, and Conception (i.e. not being able to conceive
a child). Other research[26] also stated that suicidal behaviour is mainly
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Figure 4.4: Feature importance plot created with the Bayesian Ridge model, tar-
get: 762 (Suicide), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv

linked to being female and young (which can then be linked again to for
example Termination of Marriage and Conception).

Figure 4.5 on the next page shows the main predictors of OCM code 578
(Ingroup Antagonisms). Predictors mentioned such as Informal Ingroup
Justice, Community Structure, Offenses Against the Person, Warfare, and
Social Relations and Groups are in line with research (see [6, 21, 50]) stat-
ing that ingroup tendencies can lead to conflict. Also Alcoholic Beverages
(see [7]) are an already known predictor of conflict.

In Figure 4.6, which is shown on the next page, the most important
variables to predict OCM code 627 (Informal Ingroup Justice) can be seen.
Here it can be seen that, as mentioned before[6], different factors of in-
groups are a predictor of Informal Ingroup Justice, being for instance Inter-
community Relations, Kin Relationships, Community Heads, Sibs, and In-
group Antagonisms.

36
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Figure 4.5: Feature importance plot created with the Light Gradient
Boosting Machine model, target: 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Figure 4.6: Feature importance plot created with the Light Gradient Boost-
ing Machine model, target: 627 (Informal Ingroup Justice), file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Below in Figure 4.7 the feature importance plot of OCM code 628 (Inter-
community Relations) is shown. This figure can again be linked to warfare
(Weapons, Instigation of War) for instance, a factor which is known as a
predictor of conflict between groups[49, 50]. Other predictors that are also
in line with previously mentioned research[46] are Arranging a Marriage,
and Community Structure, where a marriage arrangement can be seen as
a conflict between two parties.

Figure 4.7: Feature importance plot created with the Light Gradient Boost-
ing Machine model, target: 628 (Inter-community Relations), file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the main predictors of different offenses such
as Offenses Against the Person and Sex and Marital Offenses. Sorcery,
which is the main predictor of an offense against a person, is a well known
factor of an offense, still observable all over the world. Now Sex and Mar-
ital offenses and Premarital Sex Relations can be linked to conflicts, which
can then be linked to offenses. An example of a sexual conflict is rape,
which is an extreme conflict[9] between (at least) two people, where one
party is being powerlessness[45]. Most of the predictors of Sex and Mari-
tal Offenses are intuitive, namely Extramarital Sex Relations, Sexual Inter-
course and Secondary Marriages.

38
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Figure 4.8: Feature importance plot created with the Gradient Boosting
Regressor model, target: 683 (Offenses Against the Person), file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Figure 4.9: Feature importance plot created with the Bayesian Ridge model, tar-
get: 684 (Sex and Marital Affairs), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Now, Figure 4.10 shows the feature importance plot, and therefore the
main predictors, of OCM code 685 (Property Offenses). Research[33] has
stated that externalizing behaviour is found more in men, which can then
be linked to Social Offenses and Sex and Marital Offenses for example,
both seen as factors in Figure 4.10. Other variables can also be linked to
more externalizing behaviour, such as Wrongs, and Offenses Against the
Person.

Figure 4.10: Feature importance plot created with the Bayesian Ridge model, tar-
get: 685 (Property Offenses), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv

In Figure 4.11 on the next page we see mainly variables that have to do
with intergroup violence being the main predictors of Sorcery. In this case
these are Ingroup Antagonisms, Community Structure, and Informal In-
group Justice. Previous research[6, 21, 50] mentioned that friction within a
group or between groups can lead to interpersonal or intergroup violence.
Here, the bargaining strategy used is Sorcery. Shamans and Psychothera-
pists and Magic are intuitively connected to sorcery.

40
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Figure 4.11: Feature importance plot created with the Light Gradient Boosting
Machine model, target: 754 (Sorcery), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv

Last but not least does Figure 4.12 on the next page show the main
predictors of War and Peacemaking. The groups of OCM codes that are
important here are (as mentioned in various research[49, 50]): Agriculture,
Food consumption, and Food processing, all related to conflicts over land
and scarce sources. Another important predictor is Military/armed forces
for example, which can be linked to externalizing behaviour and lashing
out (see [38] and [33]).
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Figure 4.12: Feature importance plot created with the Bayesian Ridge model, tar-
get: War and Peacemaking, file: combined homicide data encoding.csv

42
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4.5 Hierarchy and clusters

Within data one may find a, or multiple, hierarchies and clusters. A hier-
archy is defined as a data model which uses a decision tree for instance as
its basic structure. It then organizes data into nested levels of abstraction,
such as classes and sub-classes or instances. A cluster is a group of similar
objects within a dataset, grouped together. In this section the hierarchy of
OCM code 762 (Suicide) can be found, together with the cluster analysis
done.

Below the hierarchy of OCM code 762 (Suicide) is shown. The hier-
archy was made with the program RapidMiner, using the decision tree
making algorithm. Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16, show four different
decision trees, with in every tree either prepruning, pruning, or both en-
abled or disabled.

Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 can all be read in the same way. For
Figure 4.13 this means that when OCM codes 886 (Senescence), 580 (Mar-
riage), 272 (Nonalcoholic Beverages), 481 (Locomotion), and 165 (Mortal-
ity) are all false and OCM codes 831 (Sexuality) and 683 (Offenses Against
the Person) are both true, then OCM code 762 (Suicide) will be true.
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Settings RapidMiner Figure 4.13
criterion gain ratio
maximal depth 10
apply pruning yes
confidence 0,1
apply prepruning yes
minimal gain 0,01
minimal leaf size 2
minimal size for split 4
number or prepruning alternatives 5

Table 4.2: Settings of the program RapidMinder, used to create the hierarchy of
target 762 (Suicide), seen in Figure 4.13. Here, both prepruning and pruning are
applied

Figure 4.13: Hierarchy (decision tree) of target 762 (Suicide), pruning and
prepruning applied
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Settings RapidMiner Figure 4.14
criterion gain ratio
maximal depth 10
apply pruning yes
confidence 0,1
apply prepruning no

Table 4.3: Settings of the program RapidMinder, used to create the hierarchy of
target 762 (Suicide), seen in Figure 4.14. Here, only pruning is applied

Figure 4.14: Hierarchy (decision tree) of target 762 (Suicide), only pruning ap-
plied
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Settings RapidMiner Figure 4.15
criterion gain ratio
maximal depth 10
apply pruning no
apply prepruning yes
minimal gain 0,01
minimal leaf size 2
minimal size for split 4
number or prepruning alternatives 5

Table 4.4: Settings of the program RapidMinder, used to create the hierarchy of
target 762 (Suicide), seen in Figure 4.15. Here, only prepruning is applied

Figure 4.15: Hierarchy (decision tree) of target 762 (Suicide), only prepruning
applied

46
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Settings RapidMiner Figure 4.16
criterion gain ratio
maximal depth 10
apply pruning no
apply prepruning no

Table 4.5: Settings of the program RapidMinder, used to create the hierarchy of
target 762 (Suicide), seen in Figure 4.16. Here, no pruning at all was applied

Figure 4.16: Hierarchy (decision tree) of target 762 (Suicide), no pruning at all
applied
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Looking at Figure 4.13, it is contradicting to the findings in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.13 shows that when OCM codes 886 (Senescence), 580 (Marriage),
272 (Nonalcoholic Beverages), 481 (Locomotion), and 165 (Mortality) are
false and OCM codes 831 (Sexuality) and 683 (Offenses Against the Per-
son) are true then OCM code 762, Suicide, is true. However, in Figure 4.4
it can be seen that OCM code 165, Mortality, is the most important vari-
able to determine whether Suicide would be coded with a 1 or a 0 in the
dataset, meaning that Suicide would be true or false for the given case.
OCM code 165 (Mortality) implies that when Mortality is coded with a 1,
the chances are higher for Suicide to be coded with a 1 (thus being true).
The feature importance plot does not give a 100% certainty, meaning that
even though Mortality is coded with a 1, then the same paragraph is not
necessarily coded with a 1 for Suicide. The decision tree in Figure 4.13
does give a 100% certainty that when the conditions for all the before men-
tioned OCM codes are correct, that Suicide would be coded with a 1.
A possible explanation to this contradiction in the findings could be that
the path in the decision tree leading to the leaf with ‘true’ could be all
determined from only a few cases (rows) in the given data. To research
this a small Python code was written (see the Appendix, page 69), this
code was run on the homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv file and filtered
out all the cases where OCM codes 886 (Senescence), 580 (Marriage), 272
(Nonalcoholic Beverages), 481 (Locomotion), and 165 (Mortality) were a 0
(false) and OCM codes 831 (Sexuality) and 683 (Offenses Against the Per-
son) were a 1 (true). The results showed that this was the case for two
paragraphs, the cases in lines 6348 and 6466. Now, to check the credibility
of Figure 4.4, the code was re-written to filter out all the cases where OCM
codes 165 (Mortality) and 762 (Suicide) were both a 1 (true) or a 0 (false).
The results were:
165 = 0: 6992 cases
165 = 1: 54 cases
165 = 0 and 762 = 0: 6887 cases
165 = 1 and 762 = 1: 11 cases

These results show that only eleven cases were found where 165 (Mor-
tality) and 762 (Suicide) were both coded with a 1. This comes down to
11/54, rounded up to 20% of the cases. This now explains why the results
in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.13 differ, the hierarchy is probably based on only
two cases within the 7046 cases in the dataset (so a very small percentage),
whereas the feature importance plot is based on probably 54 cases where
165 (Mortality) was coded with a 1 (but only with a success rate of 20%
to determine Suicide). This cannot be said with 100% certainty as a model
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never describes the data fully (so for 100%), but the figures are presumably
based on the before mentioned two cases for the hierarchy and 54 cases for
the feature importance plot.

To determine possible clusters within the
homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv file and the
combined_homicide_data_encoding.csv file, a Python script was written
and run in Google Colab (see the link in the Appendix on page 65). The
figures plotted can also be found in the Appendix (pages 86-89) and on
GitHub. To visualise the difference between the ‘p’ file and the ‘combined’
file the plots are both shown next to each other. The first two figures show
a heatmap with all the 7049 cases plotted (one for each data file). In the
Appendix two other figures can be found that show a K-means clustering
plot where Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied.

Figure 4.17: Heatmap with
found clusters, data file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Figure 4.18: Heatmap with
found clusters, data file: com-
bined homicide data encoding.csv
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Chapter 5
Discussion

Optimizing the models

Figure 4.1 shows the nineteen different regression models and the average
value for each metric of each model. For target 762, Suicide, we see that
the Bayesian Ridge model is the best choice to use as a model to do analy-
ses with. The most notable value in this table is the R2 value. A higher R2

value indicates a better fit for the model. The optimal, yet barely achiev-
able, R2 value is 1,0. The range of the R2 value is typically between 0 and
1 (but, as said before, R2 values can also be negative). R2 values close
to zero indicate a weak correlation, or sometimes even no correlation at
all between the target variable and the other input variables. The larger
the model is, the lower the R2 value can become, sometimes resulting in a
negative R2 value[23]. In Figure 4.1 we see negative R2 values for the mod-
els ‘Lasso Regression’ to ‘Linear Regression’. The R2 value for the Linear
Regression model is even so low, namely −53, 14 · 1022, that we can con-
fidently say that the relationships between the variables (in this case the
target variable and the other 528 different OCM codes) are not linear. The
researchers Snijders & Bosker[42] offer two explanations for a decrease of
the R2 value and/or a negative R2 value in a larger model. The first expla-
nation is that there is a chance of fluctuation (or sampling variance) which
is the most prominent when the sample size is small. Another explanation
can be miss-specification of the model, this occurs when the new predictor
is redundant in relation to one or more other predictors in the model.
In Figures 4.2 and 4.3 the difference between a tuned and non-tuned model
can be seen. The R2 value was chosen to optimize, as Figures 4.2 and 4.3
show that tuning this model with the tune_model() command gives an R2

improvement of 0,0032; the R2 value was 0,0065 before (seen in 4.2) and
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0,0097 after (seen in 4.3). Possible other solutions to improve the model,
and therefore increase the R2 value, are selecting only relevant variables
to do analyses with, and focusing on refining the model’s features. This
could be done by tuning the hyperparameters by hand for instance. A
hyperparameter is an external variable that specifies details of the learn-
ing process of the model. An extra experiment was conducted to research
whether reducing the amount of variables would improve the model. This
experiment can be found in the subsection below.
An explanation to why the model only improved by 0,0032 could be that
the hyperparameters were not tuned enough by hand when tuning the
model. To research if that is the case, every hyperparameter can be tuned
by hand in future research.
Apart from the 0,0032 improvement after tuning the R2 value, the figures
also show that the RMSE value decreased by 0,0002, from 0,1242 to 0,1240.
This could be discarded as the change is almost insignificant, but it is still
an indication that the model improved after tuning. Because, as stated be-
fore, the lower the RMSE value, the better.
Overall do the R2 value of 0,0097 and RMSE value of 0,1240 indicate that
the regression model Bayesian Ridge does not fit the data well for target
variable 762 (Suicide). It therefore also indicates that the model’s ability
to make accurate predictions on the target variable is limited. In the ap-
pendix on pages 70 to 78 the other tables with the results from all the cho-
sen target variables can be found. In every table we see that the R2 value
never becomes higher than 0,1263, seen in Figure 7.10. This R2 value being
closer to 0 than to 1, and all the other R2 values also being closer to 0 than
to 1, indicate that regression models are not the best fit for evaluating this
data. Other supervised learning and unsupervised learning techniques
can be evaluated in future research, to research if other machine learn-
ing techniques are a better choice to do analyses with. An example of a
machine learning technique that can be used for both supervised learning
and unsupervised learning is a neural network. A neural network can be
used on large datasets and is specialised in recognizing patterns and solv-
ing problems, they are models that are composed of different elements, or
units, which combine multiple inputs together and produce a single out-
put as result[18]. Another possible machine learning technique that can
be used on this data is association rule mining, which is a technique that
searches for relationships among variables[53].
Back to Figure 4.1 and Bayesian Ridge being the best model for analyses
given target variable 762 (Suicide). In Table 3.1 an overview is given of the
regression model types boosting, ensemble, greedy, linear, and non-linear,
and what the advantages and disadvantages are of every type of model.
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Now, as can be seen in Table 3.1, Bayesian Ridge is a linear model. This
can be seen as contradicting with the assumption that the data is not linear
as Figure 4.1 shows that the R2 value for the Linear Regression model is
extremely high (−53, 14 · 1022). However, multiple possible explanations
can be given to why Bayesian Ridge was still stated as the best model by
PyCaret. First it is stated that the Bayesian Ridge model may not capture
non-linearity or complex patterns, so even if the data would not be linear,
this model might not be able to catch that. Second, an experiment will be
conducted to research whether or not noise within the data would have
tempered with the results, making it possible that reducing the amount of
variables could also lead to another model being the best fit for this data
with target variable 762, Suicide, making Bayesian Ridge indeed not the
best fit for this target. The experiment conducted is explained below.

Reducing variables

To research whether reducing the amount of variables would improve the
model, an extra experiment was conducted. In this research the
feature_selection function was added to the setup. This resulted in the
following setup function:

from pycaret.regression import *

exp_762 = setup(data = data, target = ‘762’,

session_id=100, feature_selection = True)

This immediately led to a new model being the best model to do analy-
ses with, namely the Gradient Boosting Regressor model, with an R2 value
of 0,0157 and MSE and RMSE values of respectively 0,0159 and 0,1239.
Table 3.1 shows that the Gradient Boosting Regressor model can be cate-
gorised as a non-linear, ensemble, and boosting method. This model be-
ing a non-linear model is an explanation to why it performs better than
the Bayesian Ridge model, as it was hypothesised that the data is non-
linear (mentioned before). All the results of this experiment can be found
in the Appendix on pages 90 and 91. After using the tune_model() func-
tion where the R2 value was optimized, the R2 value even increased from
0,0157 to 0,0204. Lastly, as done before, the feature importance plot of this
model with target 762 (Suicide) was obtained. The results of this figure
differ with the previously found results, which was expected as the pro-
gram applied feature selection and thus removed certain variables from
the data before doing the analyses and creating the feature importance
plot. In conclusion, seeing that the R2 value improved by 0,0107 (the R2
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value of the Bayesian Ridge model was 0,0097 after tuning and the R2

value of the Gradient Boosting Regressor was 0,0204 after tuning), we can
say that applying feature selection will improve the data analysis. Noise
within the data file was thus one of the reasons why the Bayesian Ridge
model did not perform that well and had an R2 value of 0,0097, thus being
close to zero.

Feature importance plots

In the subsections below the feature importance plots shown in section
4, Results, will be discussed. The results are discussed in three groups,
namely strategies, communities and offenses. It should be mentioned that
the data provided, and therefore analysed in this study, was originally al-
ready focused on OCM code 682, Offenses Against Life. Meaning that
all the results found should be seen from a perspective where we anal-
yse Offenses Against Life data. An example of this is: when looking at
Suicide within an Offenses Against Life dataset, one may find different
results than when one would look at Suicide within a Sex and Marital Of-
fenses dataset. Or, when one would look at homicides (a form of an offense
against life) within a Suicide dataset. That being said, in the subsections
below the feature importance graphs obtained in this research will be dis-
cussed.

Strategies

Suicide threats, sorcery and warfare can all be seen as bargaining strate-
gies. Therefore targets 762 (Suicide), 754 (Sorcery) and War & Peacemak-
ing will be discussed together in this section.
In Figure 4.4 we see the feature importance plot of target 762, Suicide. The
variables Mortality, Special Burial Practices and Funerals, and Cult of the
Dead are all related directly to death and therefore suicide and will for that
reason not be explained in more detail. The found variables Sexual Stim-
ulation, Sexuality, Termination of Marriage, and Conception are all in line
with the theory that states that conflicts such as forced marriages and sex-
ual assault are associated with suicidal behaviour, this is also consistent
with the findings of Syme, Garfield, and Hagen (2016)[45] that suicidal
behaviours in the HRAF are associated with young people, sexuality, and
reproduction. Research (see [9], and [45]) indicates that main predictors
of suicidal behaviour are extreme conflict and powerlessness, here, every
variable mentioned in the figure can be tied to either extreme conflict or
powerlessness. For Conception for instance, it can be tied to both extreme
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conflict when a partner wants to divorce their spouse (also Termination
of Marriage) when she cannot fall pregnant (powerlessness as the woman
may want to get pregnant but is unable to).
In Figure 4.11 it can be seen that Sorcery is associated with Ingroup An-
tagonisms, Community Structure, Informal Ingroup Justice, and Offenses
Against the Person which are all indicators of sorcery being done within
a community. In history it is common that sorcery would be used as a
weapon (a bargaining strategy) between communities and groups, but
research[32] also shows that sorcery is found within a group and thus be-
tween ingroup members. A possible explanation for the findings in this
study could be that the texts in the HRAF were more focused on relation-
ships within families and kin, than being focused on relationships between
groups. The Life History Materials variable could therefore have been in-
fluenced by one text in the data file.
The variables in Figure 4.12 make between themselves sense as Agricul-
ture, Territorial organisations/state, Machines/tools, Food consumption,
and Food processing, are all directly linked to each other. Agriculture is
a known conflict in both history and nowadays, groups have been fight-
ing for land for centuries[35] and archaeologist link warfare and agricul-
ture directly to each other. War is also a concept between groups, which
explains why the variable Intergoup Relations is among the highest vari-
ables to predict War and Peacemaking events. Warfare is thus a bargaining
strategy between groups for, among other things, land (agriculture).

Communities

Targets 578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), 627 (Informal Ingroup Justice), and
628 (Inter-community Relations) are all targets that have something to do
with communities, whether it is within a community/group or between
groups. Both within groups and between groups does conflict occur, vari-
ables Informal Ingroup Justice, Community Structure, Kin Relationships,
Community Heads, Sibs, Lineages, Ingroup Antagonisms, Household, and
Tribe and Nation are all variables linked to conflicts within groups. The
variables Warfare, Social Control, Social Relationships and Groups, Inter-
community Relations, Weapons, and Instigation of War can be linked to
conflict between groups. A known bargaining strategy is arranging a
marriage[9], Figure 4.7 supports this as Arranging a Marriage is found
as one of the predictable variables of Inter-community Relations. An ar-
ranged marriage is often seen as a bargaining strategy between groups,
but as a conflict between kin (when the arranged marriage is a forced mar-
riage). Everything linked to war such as Weapons and Instigation of War,
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etc. can be directly linked to conflict, which is then linked to other-directed
harm (and sometimes self-harm) between people.

Offenses

Offenses Against the Person, Sex and Marital Offenses, and Property Of-
fenses, respectively targets 683, 684, and 685 are all different types of of-
fenses. In Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 we see that there are a lot of similarities
between the outcome of the plots. This can be linked to at least two things,
1) the types of offenses are fairly similar with all three types being cases
of other-directed harm, and 2) because the OCM codes are similar and as-
cending it is possible that many texts contain multiple offense codes as the
author can easily flag multiple similar OCM codes at the same time. Table
4.1 (see page 32) also shows that OCM codes 682 (Offenses Against Life)
and 683 (Offenses Against the Person) are in the top 10 most frequently
used OCM codes in the OAL data file. It is a limitation of this study that
same authors, books, articles and paragraphs were not separately anal-
ysed during the analyses.
In Figure 4.8 the highest predictable variable is Sorcery, which can be ex-
plained as sorcery is one of the most common and oldest forms of ag-
gression throughout history. Other striking variables in this Figure are
Liability, Grandparents and Grandchildren, and Slavery. Liability can be
explained as this variable could indicate who the perpetrators are and how
they were held accountable for their actions. Slavery is still legal in sev-
eral countries in the world, which could indicate why it is in this top 10.
An offense that has to do with slavery could be a slave running away, this
would be seen as an offense against his or her owner.
Figure 4.9 shows the variables that are commonly used to predict events
with Sex and Marital Offenses, here the variables Extramarital Sex Rela-
tions, Organized Ceremonial (like a marriage), Sexual Intercourse, and
Secondary Marriages (which could be linked to divorce) speak for them-
selves. The other variables such as Property Offenses (linked as an offense
to the other offenses), Social Offenses, and Pastoral Activities are all vari-
ables that indicate a relation between two people, which is the same for
Sex and Marital Offenses. In this figure it is mostly striking that Orga-
nized Ceremonial (which could also indicate an arranged marriage) is not
ranked higher, as the theory indicates that an arranged marriage can be
seen as a conflict and a conflict could lead to Sex and Marital Offenses.
In the figure of Property Offenses (Figure 4.10) different offenses are the
highest ranked predictable variables. Other variables such as Property
in Movables, and Vehicles indicate things (properties) of a person. Most
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variables in this figure indicate punishments, which is in line with for ex-
ample the Legal and Judicial Personnel variable, which can be seen as a
third party involved to solve the conflict.
Overall, it can be said that the variables Texts Translated into English, Texts
Administered in the Field, Conversation, and Nonfulfillment of Obliga-
tions are all variables that could have been mentioned by one or several
authors using these variables in various, similar texts, often enough to be
showed in these figures, but not often enough to be significant in the over-
all study. This is in line with the findings of the frequencies of the OCM
codes (which can be found on GitHub).

‘p’ vs ‘combined’ file

When comparing the ‘p’ file results with the ‘combined’ file results we see
that mostly the runtime is decreased when using the ‘combined’. The run-
time to obtain the Bayesian Ridge model for target variable 685 (Property
Offenses) for example, is 0,5370 seconds (see Figure 7.8 in the Appendix on
page 75). The runtime to obtain the Bayesian Ridge model for target group
‘War and Peacemaking’ is 0,0410 seconds (see Figure 7.12 in the Appendix
on page 78). This results in a difference of 0,496 seconds between obtain-
ing both Bayesian Ridge models, while for both target variables the same
model is compared. Using the ‘combined’ file thus decreases the runtime.
Another model, the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit model, was chosen as
best model to analyse the Drugs and Alcohol target with. The decrease in
runtime and newly introduced model can be explained by the decrease in
data volume when grouping several OCM codes together, also resulting
in less noise in the data. Another explanation can be that there are less
variables in total to compare with each other as there were 93 groups in
total instead of 529 separate variables (the 529 OCM codes found in the
data). The runtime did not decrease, however, because of the use of other
functions. The code and functions used for the analyses of the ‘p’ file and
the ‘combined’ file were both the same. The conditions for both files were
thus the same, except for the OCM codes which were all separate in the ‘p’
file and combined in the ‘combined’ file.

Hierarchy and clusters

In section 4.5, Hierarchy and clusters, the decision tree of OCM code 762
(Suicide) is shown. The hierarchy tree shows that sex and social offenses
(which in this case could be perhaps infidelity) predict that OCM code 762
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(Suicide) will be a 1, in other words: will be true. This is consistent with
various research (see [45] and [46]) that state that suicidal behaviour in this
data is more often associated with sexual conflict and transgressions, than
with other factors such as old age.
Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 show four different decision trees, all for
target variable 762 (Suicide). Every tree is made with either both prun-
ing and prepruning applied, only pruning or prepruning applied or no
pruning and prepruning applied at all. The trees in Figures 4.13 and 4.15
show similarities, in both these trees at least prepruning was applied. The
difference in pruning and prepruning is that with pruning the program
waits until the whole tree is finished before cutting branches, whereas with
prepruning the program stops creating branches before it has completed
classifying the entire training set. Now, in Figures 4.13 and 4.15 we see that
applying prepruning creates a smaller tree with less branches and leaves
(the variables, in this case OCM codes), compared to the trees in Figures
4.14 and 4.16 where only pruning was applied or no (pre)pruning at all
was applied. Applying prepruning has in this case resulted in the ‘Social
Insurance’ branch being cut off, as the trees in Figures 4.14 and 4.16 start
with OCM code 745 (Social Insurance), and the trees in Figures 4.13 and
4.15 start with OCM code 886 (Senescence).

Last but not least was there some research done on clusters within the
data files. Cluster analysis is typically done when there is no assumption
made about likely relationships within the data. It provides information
about if and where associations and patterns in the provided data exist,
but not what those might be or what they mean. Because no relationship
between the 7046 cases and 529 OCM codes were suspected, cluster anal-
ysis was done.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show no cluster forming. This is as expected, as the
parameters were set to find clusters withing the 7046 separate cases. This
now concludes that the cases in the OAL file are all separate and not linked
to each other.
Figures 7.33 and 7.34, are shown in the Appendix (pages 88 and 89) and
do show cluster forming. The analysis done in these figures is K-means
clustering with PCA, the Principle Component Analysis is done before
applying the K-means clustering algorithm. As stated before is PCA a di-
mensionality reduction technique. It transforms the original features into
a new set of uncorrelated features, called principal components. In the
figures these components are called Principle Component 1 and Principle
Component 2. When adding the parameter k = 5 with k being the number
of clusters, we can find cluster forming in the ‘p’ file and the ‘combined’
file. When choosing k > 5 no distinguishable clusters could be found,
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therefore k = 5 was chosen as this showed five distinguished clusters, with
5 being a personal preference. These figures were plotted after transposing
the data from a row-based dataset to a column-based dataset to determine
clusters within the 529 OCM codes (or in the case of the combined file, 93
groups). The red ‘x’ shown on the figures shows the centroid of the found
and said cluster, not to be mistaken with the center of the clusters. The
centroid of a cluster is determined after summing up the position of all
individual data points of a single cluster, and then dividing that number
by the number of data points. Interesting to see in Figures 7.33 and 7.34 is
that the centroid is not always in the center. The combined data file shows
more clusters close to each other, with three clusters grouped together and
two clusters grouped together. Unlike the clusters of the p-file where only
two clusters are grouped together. In this case, as the input data was only
binary encoded OCM codes and binary encoded groups of OCM codes, it
could be possible to identify and label the five found clusters. To identify
the dimensions of the PCA components, more research needs to be done.
PCA tries to put as much information as possible in the first component,
then in the second, and so on, until a graph can be obtained. In this case
domain experts expect PCA1 to be linked to ‘Sanctions’, but then PCA2
could anything, from ‘Kinship’ to ‘Religion’, for instance. It is impossi-
ble to determine the five clusters and PCA’s, without knowing what OCM
codes are loaded into the Principle Components.

Limitations

This research does have a limitation, which is the source of the individual
cases in the data. When doing the analyses, the source of each case was
not taken into account. This means that every case was treated individ-
ually, so in this research it is not known if an author is being mentioned
several times in the same dataset. Same goes for articles, books, etc. be-
ing mentioned several times. The disadvantage of this is that we do not
know if one particular author for instance would use a certain OCM code
more often than others. Personal preferences of authors, books, articles,
etc. could have affected the results.

Future research

When wanting to continue this research, some modifications can be done
to improve future research and results. First of all, one could look at co-
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variation between the OCM codes within this dataset. Or a larger dataset
could be obtained, for instance the whole HRAF. In this case analyses can
be done on all the data known within the HRAF, making the models and
results more reliable.
When doing future research one should also look at the geographical specifics
of the OCM codes. Meaning, we see different types of conflict in different
places on earth. In some geographical locations warfare is more focused
on land for example, where in other locations the cause of war is a con-
flict over scarce sources. Other examples that are geographically focused
are sorcery and suicide, research[52] has stated that seniors aged 75 and
older have the highest suicide rates of all age groups in most industrial-
ized countries, and sorcery is still used in various countries nowadays.
Last but not least, future research can also be done on cluster analyses.
This time the K-means algorithm was used, which is a centroid model.
Other possibilities to do cluster analysis with are density models[15] such
as DBSCAN (Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise)
and OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure), or a
subspace model[31] such as bi-clustering. These models could be used to
do analyses with and are relevant in future research as density-based clus-
tering models (such as DBSCAN) can find clusters of arbitrary shape, and
determine what information should be classified as noise or outliers. Sub-
space clustering could be useful in future research as it can be applied on
high dimensional data.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

The main research question of this research was: What machine learning
techniques support the analysis of offenses against life data extracted from
the HRAF, and can help predict future events where other-directed harm
and self-harm could occur?

Possible main machine learning techniques that can be used to do anal-
yses with on the data extracted from the HRAF are supervised regression
models. However, the metrics used to investigate the models in this re-
search, namely the R2, MSE and RMSE values, indicate that regression
models are not the best fit to research this data. In Figure 4.1 it can be
seen that the R2 value for the Bayesian Ridge model with target variable
762 (Suicide), is 0,0065. After tuning the model this value increased to
0,0097, but this is still closer to 0 than to 1. The MSE and RMSE values
are respectively 0,0158 and 0,1242. The experiment conducted afterwards
supports the hypothesis that there was a lot of noise in the data and that
variable selection could help with improving the models. Figure 7.35 in
the Appendix shows that after using the feature_selection function the
R2 value can be increased to 0,0157, and after tuning the new chosen model
(the Gradient Boosting Regressor model) that value can even be increased
to 0,0204. But, as this value is still closer to 0 than to 1 as before, it can
be concluded that regression models are not the best fit for this data. To
improve the models of this study more hyperparameters need to be added
to the models to call the results reliable. This does not mean that the re-
sults are entirely useless, but models that fit the data better need to be
created and analysed before concluding real findings. Other possible tech-
niques to analyse the data are neural networks and association rule min-
ing. Lastly, other machine learning techniques that support the analysis
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of this data and can help predict future other-directed harm and self-harm
events are thus unsupervised cluster analysis and Principle Component
Analysis, seen in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 on page 49 and in Figures 7.33 and
7.34 on pages 88 and 89 in the Appendix.

The domain questions of this research were:
2) What correlations, relations and patterns can be found in the provided
data, focusing on suicide events and different dimensions of aggression,
using machine learning models?
3) What information and relationships such as clusters can be deducted
from the OCM codes given in the provided offenses against life data file?
4) What variables are important when predicting specific events such as a
suicide event or other cases important to other-directed and self-directed
harm?

Overall it can be said that there are many regression models possi-
ble to do analyses with on one-hot encoded data, specifically the ethno-
graphic data used in this research. The possible regression models that
can be used for this data are: Bayesian Ridge, Light Gradient Boosting
Machine, Extreme Gradient Boosting, Gradient Boosting Regressor, Or-
thogonal Matching Pursuit, and K Neighbors Regressor. The feature im-
portance plots in section 4, Results, show that there are correlations to be
found between OCM codes, as some codes help predict other codes, in this
case the chosen target value. Furthermore, do the decision trees shown
in Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 show that a hierarchy can be found
for target variable Suicide. The path that predicts OCM code 762 (Sui-
cide) being a 1 (thus being true) in Figure 4.13 is OCM codes 886 (Senes-
cence), 580 (Marriage), 272 (Nonalcoholic Beverages), 481 (Locomotion),
and 165 (Mortality) being false, and OCM codes 831 (Sexuality) and 683
(Offenses Against the Person) being true. This results in two found cases
for the homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv file. The findings of this hier-
archy are consistent with the theory mentioned and findings in previous
research[45, 46], as sex and social offenses are known conflicts for suicidal
behaviours. The suicide events mentioned in the found cases of this hier-
archy can thus be linked to being potential bargaining strategies.

The heatmap figures shown in section 4, Results, show that there is no
cluster forming to be found between the cases of the OAL data file. A re-
lationship between OCM codes can be deducted from Figures 4.13, 4.14,
4.15 and 4.16 that show the hierarchy found for OCM code 762 (Suicide).
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.15 show that when prepruning is applied, OCM
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code 745 (Social Insurance) is cut off, as can be seen in Figures 4.14 and
4.16 where OCM code 745 (Social Insurance) is at the top of the tree. The
decision trees then start at OCM code 886 (Senescence).

As can be seen in Figure 4.4 the 10 most important variables to pre-
dict OCM code 762 (Suicide) are thus Mortality, Special Burial Practices
and Funerals, Sexual Stimulation, Personality Disorders, Sexuality, Phys-
ical Descriptions, Termination of Marriage, Conception, Pharmaceuticals,
and Cult of the dead. This is in line with previously mentioned theory
which states (in addition to other things) that forced sexual acts and ar-
ranged marriages are types of conflict, and therefore predict suicidal be-
haviour in mostly people with less power, such as women and young
people. However, after conducting an experiment where feature selec-
tion was applied to reduce noise, it was found that the top 10 most im-
portant variables to predict OCM code 762 (Suicide) are Mortality, Spe-
cial Burial Practices and Funerals, Liability, Legal Norms, Trial Procedure,
Eschatology, Termination of Marriage, Execution of Justice, Judicial Au-
thority, and Personality Disorders. The variables Mortality, Special Burial
Practices and Funerals, Personality Disorders, and Termination of Mar-
riage are found in both feature importance graphs 4.4 and 7.38. The differ-
ences between the results of Figures 4.4 and 7.38 can be explained by the
use of the feature_selection() function, used in the regression model
when obtaining Figure 7.38.
Other variables that are important to predict cases important to other-
directed harm can be seen in Figure 4.8, which shows the feature impor-
tance graph of target variable Offenses Against the Person. The most im-
portant variable to predict OCM code 683 (Offenses Against the Person) is
in this data thus Sorcery, in line with research[35] that shows that sorcery
is a known ingroup offense between people.

In conclusion, regression models, K-means clustering and PCA are use-
ful techniques to study the ethnographic data extracted from the HRAF
in a machine learning way. However, to obtain more reliable results one
should first investigate other machine learning techniques such as neural
networks and association rule mining. Furthermore, no correlations were
found in the offenses against life data file. Relations between OCM codes
were found when predicting certain OCM codes and looking at the feature
importance plots. The hierarchy in the form of a decision tree found when
predicting OCM code 762 (Suicide) also indicates a relationship between
variables.
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Chapter 7
Appendix

GitHub

The GitHub link to all the code used and the original and modified data
files:
https://github.com/maxine-mxl/Thesis-Maxine

Colab

On GitHub the entire Google Colab Notebook can be found. The link be-
low is a direct link to the Colab Notebook:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/Thesis-Maxine
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Code

Below you can find the code to apply the one-hot encoding method on
your dataset, written in R by Dr. K.L. Syme, who was kind enough to
share her code for this research.

#one-hot encoding

hs <- read_xlsx("/Users/Documents/location/name_file.xlsx")

cc <- str_split(hs$ocms, ",")

unique_ocms2 <- unique(unlist(cc))

binary_matrix2 <- matrix(0, nrow = nrow(hs), ncol = length(unique_ocms2))

colnames(binary_matrix2) <- unique_ocms2

for (i in 1:nrow(hs)) {

ocm_values <- unlist(cc[i])

binary_matrix2[i, ocm_values] <- 1

}

hs_combined <- cbind(hs, binary_matrix2)

write.csv(hs_combined, "/Users/location/name_file.csv", row.names = FALSE)
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Here the code to extract the suicide cases from the offenses against life
dataset can be found.

import pandas as pd

homicide_data = pd.read_excel(‘./data/homicide.xlsx’)

suicide_data = pd.read_csv(‘./data/suicide.csv’, sep=‘,’)

homicide_data[‘text’] = homicide_data[‘text’].fillna(‘’)

homicide_data[‘contains_ocm762’] = homicide_data.text.apply(lambda x: ‘762’ in x)

#homicide_data[‘contains_word_suicide’] = homicide_data.text.apply(

# lambda x: ‘suicide’ in x or ‘Suicide’ in x

# or ‘killed themselves’ in x or ‘Killed themselves’ in x

# or ‘killed herself’ in x or ‘Killed herself’ in x

# or ‘killed himself’ in x or ‘Killed himself’ in x

# or ‘self-murder’ in x or ‘Self-murder’ in x

# or ‘self murder’ in x or ‘Self murder’ in x

# or ‘self-slaughter’ in x or ‘Self-slaughter’ in x

#)

homicide_check_data = homicide_data.loc[homicide_data[‘contains_ocm762’] == True]

print(homicide_check_data)

homicide_check_data.to_excel(‘./data/762_check.xlsx’)
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The code to determine the frequencies of the (top 10) OCM codes can
be seen below.

import csv

input_csv_file = ‘homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv’

output_csv_file = ‘output_p_all_frequencies.csv’

#creating a list to store the count of ‘1’ for each column

column_counts = []

with open(input_csv_file, ‘r’, newline=‘’) as file:

reader = csv.reader(file)

header = next(reader, None)

column_count_dict = {}

#iterate through each column and initialize the count to 0

for column in header:

column_count_dict[column] = 0

#count the numbers of ‘1’

for row in reader:

for i, value in enumerate(row):

if value == ‘1’:

column_count_dict[header[i]] += 1

#append the counts to the column_counts list

column_counts = [(column, count) for column,

count in column_count_dict.items()]

with open(output_csv_file, ‘w’, newline=‘’) as output_file:

writer = csv.writer(output_file)

#headers for the output csv

writer.writerow(["OCM code", "Frequency"])

for column, count in column_counts:

writer.writerow([column, count])

print(f"Answers saved to {output_csv_file}")
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The code used to determine all the cases where OCM codes 886, 580,
272, 481, and 165 were false and codes 831 and 683 were true can be seen
below. The code was written in Python and the output were two cases
within the dataset.

import pandas as pd

#import data

data = pd.read_csv(‘./data/homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv’)

#886, 580, 272, 481, and 165 are false

#831 and 683 are true

filtered_data = data[(data[‘886’] == 0) & (data[‘580’] == 0) & (data[‘272’] == 0) &

(data[‘481’] == 0) & (data[‘165’] == 0) &

(data[‘831’] == 1) & (data[‘683’] == 1) ]

#display the filtered data

print(filtered_data)

The code used to determine all the cases with OCM codes 165 and 762
can be seen below. The code was written in Python and the output were
eleven cases where both OCM code 165 and 762 were true (a 1).

import pandas as pd

#import data

data = pd.read_csv(‘./data/homicide_contain_p_encoding.csv’)

filtered_data = data[(data[‘165’] == 1) & (data[‘762’] == 1)]

#display the filtered data

print(filtered_data)
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Tables

Outcome of the best models for target ‘578’ (which is the OCM code for In-
group Antagonisms). As can be seen in the table, Light Gradient Boosting
Machine is the best model to do analyses with and to predict values with
in the future.

Figure 7.1: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
578 (Ingroup Antagonisms), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used:
homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘627’ (which is the OCM code
for Informal Ingroup Justice). As can be seen in the table, Light Gradient
Boosting Machine is the best model to do analyses with and to predict
values with in the future.

Figure 7.2: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
627 (Informal Ingroup Justice), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used:
homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘628’ (which is the OCM code for
Inter-community Relations). As can be seen in the table, Light Gradient
Boosting Machine is the best model to do analyses with and to predict
values with in the future.

Figure 7.3: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable: 628
(Inter-community Relations), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used:
homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘672’ (which is the OCM code
for Liability). As can be seen in the table, Extreme Gradient Boosting is the
best model to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.4: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target vari-
able: 672 (Liability), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Outcome of the best models for target ‘681’ (which is the OCM code for
Sanctions). As can be seen in the table, Bayesian Ridge is the best model
to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.5: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target vari-
able: 681 (Sanctions), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘683’ (which is the OCM code
for Offenses Against the Person). As can be seen in the table, Gradient
Boosting Regressor is the best model to do analyses with and to predict
values with in the future.

Figure 7.6: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
683 (Offenses Against the Person), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file
used: homicide contain p encoding.csv

Outcome of the best models for target ‘684’ (which is the OCM code for
Sex and Marital Offenses). As can be seen in the table, Bayesian Ridge is
the best model to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.7: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
684 (Sex and Marital Offenses), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used:
homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘685’ (which is the OCM code for
Property Offenses). As can be seen in the table, Bayesian Ridge is the best
model to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.8: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
685 (Property Offenses), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv

Outcome of the best models for target ‘728’ (which is the OCM code for
Peacemaking). As can be seen in the table, K Neighbours Regressor is the
best model to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.9: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
728 (Peacemaking), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘754’ (which is the OCM code for
Sorcery). As can be seen in the table, Light Gradient Boosting Machine is
the best model to do analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.10: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target vari-
able: 754 (Sorcery), input variables: all the 529 OCM codes, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘Drugs and Alcohol’. As can
be seen in the table, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit is the best model to do
analyses with and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.11: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
Drugs/Alcohol, input variables: the 93 self-chosen groups of OCM codes, file
used: combined homicide data encoding.csv
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Outcome of the best models for target ‘War and Peacemaking’. As can
be seen in the table, Bayesian Ridge is the best model to do analyses with
and to predict values with in the future.

Figure 7.12: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, target variable:
War/Peacemaking, input variables: the self-chosen 93 groups of OCM codes, file
used: combined homicide data encoding.csv
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Tuning models

Below the results of all the models that were tuned can be found. As said
before, Gradient Boosting Regressor and Light Gradient Boosting Machine
did not provide any improvement when tuning the model, so these results
are not shown.

Figure 7.13: The Extreme Gradient
Boosting model with target 672 (Lia-
bility) before tuning

Figure 7.14: The Extreme Gradi-
ent Boosting model with target 672
(Liability) after tuning, parameter
tuned: ‘R2’

For target 728, Peacemaking, only the used model for the feature im-
portance plot (Bayesian Rigde) will be shown, as the other model (KNN)
was not used in the analyses.
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Figure 7.15: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 681 (Sanctions)
before tuning

Figure 7.16: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 681 (Sanctions) af-
ter tuning, parameter tuned: ‘R2’

Figure 7.17: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 684 (Sex and Mar-
ital Offenses) before tuning

Figure 7.18: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 684 (Sex and Mar-
ital Offenses) after tuning, parame-
ter tuned: ‘R2’
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Figure 7.19: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 685 (Property Of-
fenses) before tuning

Figure 7.20: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 685 (Property
Offenses) after tuning, parameter
tuned: ‘R2’

Figure 7.21: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 728 (Peacemak-
ing) before tuning

Figure 7.22: The Bayesian Ridge
model with target 728 (Peacemak-
ing) after tuning, parameter tuned:
‘R2’
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Figure 7.23: The Orthogonal Match-
ing Pursuit model with target
Drugs/Alcohol before tuning

Figure 7.24: The Orthogonal Match-
ing Pursuit model with target
Drugs/Alcohol after tuning, param-
eter tuned: ‘R2’

Figure 7.25: The Bayesian
Ridge model with target
War/Peacemaking before tun-
ing

Figure 7.26: The Bayesian
Ridge model with target
War/Peacemaking after tuning,
parameter tuned: ‘R2’
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Feature importance plots

The feature importance plots not shown in the main section can be found
below.

Figure 7.27: Feature importance plot created with the Extreme Gradient Boosting
model, target: 672 (Liability), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Figure 7.28: Feature importance plot created with the Bayesian Ridge model, tar-
get: 681 (Sanctions), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv

Figure 7.29: Feature importance plot created with the Bayesian Ridge model, tar-
get: 728 (Peacemaking), file: homicide contain p encoding.csv
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Figure 7.30: Feature importance plot created with the Orthogo-
nal Matching Pursuit model, target: Drugs and alcohol, file: com-
bined homicide data encoding.csv
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Pictures results

In the figures below the cluster maps found are shown. The pictures can
also be found on GitHub.

Figure 7.31: Heatmap with found clusters, data file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Figure 7.32: Heatmap with found clusters, data file: com-
bined homicide data encoding.csv
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Figure 7.33: K-means clustering plot with found clusters, data file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Figure 7.34: K-means clustering plot with found clusters, data file: com-
bined homicide data encoding.csv
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Experiment

The results of the extra experiment conducted to research the noise within
the data can be found in this section.

Outcome of the best models in this experiment with target variable
‘762’ (which is the OCM code for Suicide). As can be seen in the table,
Gradient Boosting Regressor is now the best model with an R2 value of
0,0157.

Figure 7.35: Table with the evaluation of the regression models, tar-
get variable: 762 (Suicide), feature selection applied, file used: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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Figure 7.36: The Gradient Boost-
ing Regressor model with target 762
(Suicide) before tuning, results ex-
periment

Figure 7.37: The Gradient Boosting
Regressor with target 762 (Suicide)
after tuning, parameter tuned: ‘R2’,
results experiment

Figure 7.38: Feature importance plot created with the Gradient Boosting Re-
gressor model, target: 762 (Suicide), feature selection applied, file: homi-
cide contain p encoding.csv
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